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Figure 1: Student designed and developed AR game narratives using “Story-Go-Round” platform

ABSTRACT
Project-based courses in Art + Design and Computer Science cur-
riculum foster innovation spaces that require creative thinking
and multidisciplinary problem solving for unorthodox scenarios
through the interplay of technology, arts, and design thinking.
“Story-Go-Round” is a physical development platform for produc-
ing augmented digital experiences, designed exclusively as an as-
signment to tell stories through interactive control and gameplay
via circular rotating sets. We propose a miniature mechanical and
replaceable “carousel-like” stage linked to a game engine, which
controls the rotation using a motor as well as streaming live camera
feeds of the stage directly into the game environment.The assign-
ment is inspired by the historical aspects of replaceable computer
media such as game cartridges, and early animation devices such
as the zoetrope and animated concertina. The stage component is
open to continuous physical interaction for an evolving set design,
like the process used in stop motion animation set building. The
assignment asks students to develop a seamless circling narrative
by understanding material and spatial choices and their impact as
seen through the camera as well as inside the game engine as logi-
cally meaningful and visually important components. The narrative
can evolve around a defined theme, or simply focus on engaging
and innovative play.In groups, students complete the stage design
by curating resources and assembling found objects, fabricating
custom environments, through hand-skills, digital fabrication and
simple electronics. They then proceed to produce digital assets,
animation and interactivity, including and not limited to game me-
chanics, control schemes and augmented reality. The assignment
lowers the intimidation factor by reenacting the forgiving process
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of making dioramas and integrating this with foundational skills in
game design and programming, and the breadth of digital making.
The benefit of this assignment is to think outside the box and leave
the comfort zone in order to innovate, collaborate, and learn.
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1 OVERVIEW
Graphics assignments in computational-media-focused classrooms
often benefit from active-learning opportunities for students to
flexibly apply a collection of design, engineering and making skills,
within project teams, towards unorthodox scenarios and problem
spaces. In “Story-Go-Round”, students first engage through story-
telling and hands-on crafting. They explore the platform’s novel set
of narrative and interactive affordances, and at the same time learn,
build and hybridize the technical system, hardware and software
development templates, toward their storytelling and game-design
goals.

The technical system allows the spool dioramas to be precisely
rotated and scanned, via digital camera, and then incorporated into
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Figure 2: Components of “Story-Go-Round” platform (recy-
cled cable spool, game console/controls and display, fabri-
cated assembly and spindle/motor/electronics).

a computer game development environment (Unity 3D, Unreal, etc.).
The actuation occurs via a stepper/gearbox assembly, controlled by
an Arduino w/stepper control board and calibrating photo sensor,
in communication with the game computer.

Once the game development is finished, the game can be played
in real-time on the console. The diorama spins as the synchronized
augmented reality experience displays on the screen, the player
controls the game with the joystick and buttons. Future versions
of the “Story-Go-Round” platform will incorporate a depth cam-
era, for real-time spatial scanning of the environment for dynamic
interactivity and novel game-play potentials.

The game can also be authored and distributed as a desktop PC
application, using recorded video/scans of the diorama instead of a
live camera. Computer games such as State of Play Games’ Lumino
City (2015), a hand-crafted physical/digital hybrid, serve as inspira-
tion. The result is a 2d platform-type game where the characters
explore a magical, hand-created world - the aesthetic recalls the
history and artistry of stop-motion and parallax animation and
retro-gaming.

The assignment can be easily scaled down, by utilizing a prefab-
ricated and assembled hardware platform and focusing exclusively
on the design of the diorama and story/game development, and
subsequent software and AR engineering, interaction design and
integration.

2 TEMPLATES
Participants and teams in such engagements have varying levels
of expertise in any skill/modality of this assignment. The assign-
ment provides step-by-step instructions, design and development
templates and digital assets for the functional requirements of the
assignment (for example, digital fabrication plans or character walk-
cycle animations). These can be used as required or ignored toward
customization and innovation within the assignment. More infor-
mation can be found at – http://storygoround.info

Table 1: Metadata in tabular format.

Summary Create a cyclical AR narrative or game,
which combines a crafted physical
environment, mechanical actuation,
electronics and sensing, with interaction
and animated digital effects.

Learning
Outcomes

Students learn and practice a collection
of digital making skills in a flexible, novel
problem space, and build innovation,
collaboration and communication skills.

Classification Mixed / Augmented Reality (HCI),
Interaction, Animation, Digital
Fabrication, Game Design, Fundamentals,
Computer Vision.

Audience Undergraduate and graduate students of
all levels. Works especially well with a
diversity of technical and artistic
competencies.

Dependencies Varied, depending on level of
engagement.

Prerequisites None.
Strengths Students collaborate in multidisciplinary

teams to flexibly apply a range of design,
storytelling, making and software
development skills. Magical – compelling
combination of practical and digital
environments and effects produce novel
aesthetics and interactions.

Weaknesses Requires effective communication,
team-based coordination and the
synthesis of a range of skill sets (some of
which might not be present).

Variants Unlimited design options.
Assessments Exhibition and playtesting of spool

narratives.

3 CONCLUSION
The “Story-Go-Round” assignment is focused as much on learning
to work in multidisciplinary teams, and the resulting opportunities
and complications, as the production of the cyclical AR narrative
game, its design, system engineering and software development.

Because the learning objectives with the assignment are founda-
tional, though fairly simple, within the domains of computational
and industrial designers, game developers, artists, software and
electrical engineers, we encourage students to explore and learn in
each other’s realms as desired (wearing each other’s hats). Students
often achieve more than they would have otherwise, are inspired
in unexpected ways, learn to think outside the box and leave their
comfort zone. Most importantly, they develop bridging languages
and collaborative experience which is invaluable as they venture
into professional worlds.

http://storygoround.info
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